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	Learn how to build a data science technology stack and perform good data science with repeatable methods. You will learn how to turn data lakes into business assets.

	

	
		The data science technology stack demonstrated in Practical Data Science is built from components in general use in the industry. Data scientist Andreas Vermeulen demonstrates in detail how to build and provision a technology stack to yield repeatable results. He shows you how to apply practical methods to extract actionable business knowledge from data lakes consisting of data from a polyglot of data types and dimensions.

	

	

	
		What You'll Learn

	
		
				
					Become fluent in the essential concepts and terminology of data science and data engineering 
	
					Build and use a technology stack that meets industry criteria
	
					Master the methods for retrieving actionable business knowledge
	
					Coordinate the handling of polyglot data types in a data lake for repeatable results


		

	

	
		Who This Book Is For

	

	

	Data scientists and data engineers who are required to convert data from a data lake into actionable knowledge for their business, and students who aspire to be data scientists and data engineers
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Fiber Optics Technician's ManualThomson Delmar Learning, 2000
Fiber Optic Technician's Manual, now in its second edition, continues to serve as a practical guide for the designer, installer, and troubleshooter of fiber optic cable plants and networks used in today's communications systems. Comprehensive in scope, this book addresses applications of fiber optics including telephone, CATV, and computer...
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Numerical Computing with Simulink, Volume I: Creating SimulationsSIAM, 2007
Simulation is the preferred approach for engineers and scientists who design complex systems because it allows them to test a system design's performance standards. This book explores simulation, starting with Galileo and ending with the lunar landing. It provides an introduction to computer-aided system design with SimulinkÂ®, a robust,...
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Program Management Leadership: Creating Successful Team Dynamics (Best Practices and Advances in Program Management)Auerbach Publications, 2013

	This is not another how-to guide for program managers or another reiteration of the Project Management Institute’s standards for program management. Instead, Program Management Leadership: Creating Successful Team Dynamics examines various leadership approaches and illustrates the value of effective leadership styles in...
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Manual of Botulinum Toxin Therapy (Cambridge Medicine)Cambridge University Press, 2009
The Manual of Botulinum Toxin Therapy provides practical guidance on the use of botulinum toxin in a wide variety of disorders, in many areas of medicine. Using clear line drawings, it describes the relevant injection sites for each condition and gives comparative dosage tables for the various formulations of toxin used in different muscle groups....
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Master Math: ProbabilityCengage Learning, 2011

	Master Math: Probability is a comprehensive reference guide that explains and clarifies the principles of probability in a simple, easy-to-follow style and format. Beginning with the most basic fundamental topics and progressing through to the more advanced, the book helps clarify probability using step-by-step procedures and solutions, along...
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MDX Solutions: With Microsoft SQL Server Analysis Services 2005 and Hyperion EssbaseJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
An updated version of the leading tutorial and reference on the MDX query language
    

    Now in its second edition, this invaluable reference explains why MDX (MulitDimensional eXpressions) is the most widely accepted software used for dimensional application. You'll learn how to build effective multidimensional data...
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